Deep Cleaning Dog Kennels
The Companion Sheet to our Video Tutorial

You’ll Need:
- Gloves & Protective Glasses
- Concentrated accelerated H202
- Hose end foamer set to a dilution of 4 oz/gal
- Scoop tools
- Squeegee
- Scrub brushes to reach floor, walls and doors
- Clean water bowl

1. Empty all items from kennel
2. Remove feces and any remaining debris
3. Spray the kennel starting at the top of the walls, applying a coat of foam across each wall
4. Step out of kennel and spray door; make sure to foam all door frames, latches and hinges
5. Return to kennel and scrub surfaces with long-handled brush, working down toward the floor.
6. Repeat foam application in kennel
7. Scrub walkway in front of kennel
8. Let disinfectant stand for 10 minutes
9. Rinse all surfaces with water. Use squeegee to push excess down drain
10. Allow kennel to air dry